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The breach of League rules involves the valuation of Derby’s Pride ParkMIKE EGERTON/PA

Derby County may have incurred losses of as much as almost double the permitted £39 million for a
three-year period after introducing an “unusual” accountancy policy for players.

Last week Derby were charged by the Football League with a breach of its rules that involves the
valuation of their Pride Park Stadium. Derby responded on Friday night by declaring the EFL
charges “unlawful”, with the matter likely to end in court. But The Times understands the club may
have suffered a further £30 million in losses in the three seasons up to June 2018 because of an
accounting policy said to be unique to the English game.

Most clubs have a policy which recognises a player is worth nothing at the end of their contract, so
his value decreases in proportion to the length of time left on his deal.

It means if a £10 million player signs a four-year contract, the club calculates a loss of £2.5 million a
year. But Derby introduced a policy at the start of the three-year period in question that involved
applying “residual values” with an amortisation rate, sources say, nearer 10 per cent.

If the EFL calculates Derby’s losses using the standard amortisation rate, it could potentially mean
an even greater breach of its profit and sustainability rules.

Kieran Maguire, a lecturer in football finance at Liverpool University, who alerted the EFL to the
introduction by Derby of “residual values” in June 2018, described it as an “unusual accountancy
practice”, even if it is not illegal.

Morris, the chairman, used his company to buy Pride Park for £81.1mSTU
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The Sky Bet Championship club avoided sanctions over its stadium sale by using a company owned
by the chairman and owner, Mel Morris, to buy Pride Park for £81.1 million. As The Times revealed
last week, however, an independent valuation commissioned by the EFL is said to have come in at
about £49 million.

If found guilty, Derby could be hit with a points deduction. Birmingham City, their Championship
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rivals, were deducted nine points last season after being found to have breached the EFL’s
profitability and sustainability rules. The EFL said that the club had incurred losses of nearly
£48.8m between 2015 and 2018 — almost £10 million more than the accepted level.

Derby last night declined to comment but they made it clear last Friday that they would ”strongly
contest” the charges.
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